






Core Principles of FinOps

§ Teams need to collaborate

§ A centralised team drives FinOps

§ Decision are driven by the business value of cloud

§ FinOps reports must be accessible and timely

§ Everyone takes ownership of their cloud usage

§ Take advantage of the variable cost model of the cloud  



What is Cost Allocation?



What is Cost Allocation?

§ The process of splitting up a cloud bill and 
associating cost to meaningful business metrics such 
as cost centres.

§ It’s important to have Teams understand how cost are 
being allocated and to have a centralised, controlled 
and consisted cost allocation strategy.



The UI of FinOps - Centralised reporting

§ Native Tooling
§ Can provide a good starting point. As cloud spend and complexity 

increases you are likely to outgrow this quickly

§ Buy
§ To get very quick visibility and out of the box functionally for your 

FinOps journey 

§ Build
§ Is an option if you have a big development team to take care of the 

take likely to be a lengthy and costly option 





Report Tiering 



Report Tiering 

§ The reports you build to surface data for your teams 
will not all be equally useful or official.

§ There are reports you rely upon to represent official 
chargeback reporting, and there are other reports 
that simply answer an ad hoc question.

§ Consider marking reports as managed or unmanaged



Putting Data in the Path of Each Persona

FinOps data is required to maximize the value of 
cloud spend, and unfortunately, it is often hidden 
away in isolated FinOps-specific reports



Data in the Path of Finance



Data in the Path of Finance

Finance has an interest  to have cloud spend 
data added into their established financial 
reporting systems getting FinOps data into 
finance systems allows your existing finance 
processes to work with your summarized cloud 
spend, and it reduces friction with finance teams



Data in the Path of Leadership 



Data in the Path of Leadership 

Leadership and executive reports should also 
include FinOps data showing cloud spend data in 
relation to existing business metrics. For 
business leaders to make decisions, ensure key 
information on cloud spend, savings, and 
opportunities are present among other data they 
are used to digesting



Data into the path of your engineers



Data into the path of your engineers

When your engineers start thinking about FinOps, it 
should not be a drastic departure from their well-
established daily rituals, i.e., you don't want them 
moving away from doing DevOps and spending time 
doing FinOps. Ideally, it becomes an integrated and 
required effort in one cohesive process. Cost is just 
another efficiency metric to monitor ongoing



Overview of CloudMonitor




